INTRODUCTION
With the rapid development of the Internet, information of the Internet get more and more rich. Information explosion age has arrived, as of 2015, the scale of China's Internet users have reached 668 million, Internet penetration rate is 48.8%, a large number of Internet users look for information on the Internet, users face so huge amounts of network data information that most of Internet users don't start. How to quickly, efficiently and accurately retrieve useful information, Google founder Sergey Brin and Lawrence Page proposed PageRank algorithm based on link analysis that solve the above problems. MapReduce is a Google cloud-based software framework for parallel processing of large data that can be used for large data sets (more than 1TB) of operation. MapReduce are both functional and vector programming language, MapReduce programming model applies to unstructured and structured mass data retrieval, mining, analysis and machine learning, distributed for large data sets, high computational efficiency (Li Zhiying.2011) .
MapReduce computing framework of open source hadoop cloud computing platform, parallel programming can effectively reduce the difficulty and improve programming efficiency, PageRank algorithm is computationally intensive, effective combination of both can improve the efficiency. The paper will examine issues such as PageRank algorithm efficiency under MapReduce.
PAGERANK ALGORITHM PARALLEL COMPUTING BASED ON HADOOP

PageRank algorithm
PageRank algorithm was proposed by Google founders Sergey Brin and Lawrence Page and Sergey Brin early in 1997 when the search system prototype proposed link analysis algorithm. The algorithm is based on the algorithm web hyperlink structure analysis of important algorithms and calculated the importance of web pages by link structure for page rank. The core idea of PageRank : When there is a link to the web page A page B, B is considered to obtain the contribution of its A value, depending on how much the value of A's own importance, that the greater the importance of the page A, contribution page B was the higher. Due to mutual links pointing to the page based on the final web page scores that are calculated as an iterative process to search and sort.
PageRank algorithm uses surf model (BooVooi Keong.2011)to calculate page PR value. Configured with the Web Figure G = (V, E), where V is the vertex set of all pages, while E is the set of links between pages, there are links to page A to page B that vertices A, B exists between an edge. F(u) is assumed to be a collection of links to web pages u, of linked pages u collection of pages, so that N (u) = | Fu |, u of the page PR (u): (MMME 2016) Formula (1) can be random roaming model to describe the page. When the probability of a user based on the current page to access links to other pages of equal probability, the page PR (u) value is to be accessed the same time when you reach other web browsers continue to follow the link. Therefore a large number of link page or pages to be heavily weighted links to pages with greater weight. formula (1) there are two small problems, one page does not link to other pages, only there is mutual link in a small area, the other is the existence of a out-degree 0. PR value is not distributed out of accumulated and continued cycle, we call this phenomenon weights precipitation. To solve the above problems, Lawrence Page and Sergey Brin of formula (1) has been modified, the user will assume a certain probability to jump to other pages, and continue browsing. Jumping to assume equal probability occur on every page to give the following new formula (2) ( White T.2012) .
Where n is the total number of pages, jumping from one page to any other page that damping coefficient is d (general value of 0.85).
Hadoop
Apache Software Foundation's Hadoop is an open source distributed computing platform. Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS) and MapReduce as the core Hadoop system provides users with low-level details transparent distributed computing framework. HDFS has a high fault tolerance features, and it is designed to be deployed in low hardware. And it provides a high transmission rate to access the application data for those with large data sets applications. HDFS relaxes POSIX requirements of this form of access to the data flow file system. So Hadoop platform hava high reliability, high scalability, fault tolerance, and high efficiency and other advantages (Liu Gang.2014) .
Hadoop MapReduce hadoop distributed computing is one of the core of the components of open source frameworks. Hadoop MapReduce parallel programming model is based on Google MapReduce implementation which it is a processing and generating large data sets algorithm model(Jiang Wuxue, Jin.2010).MapReduce design ideas derived from the functional programming language, the expression of a large-scale distributed computing to parallel operation sequence a series of key / value pairs. First users create a map function that process the input data which every logical base on key/value pairs. Then reduce deal with, according to key values appropriately merge operation in the list of elements. The final output result. Its implementation involves many complex details (Xu Yaling.2015) . Figure 1 
Implement PageRank algorithm based on MapReduce
The key of PageRank algorithm is iterative process, the key implementation of PageRank algorithm based on MapReduce is parallel iteration, the information between each of the pages is independent of each other, but each is calculated independently. In the algorithm, each iteration calculates the page of score to use MapReduce processing in order to speed up the efficiency of the algorithm (Yang GaiZhen.2011).
First, the files of link relation store HDFS (distributed file storage system) in Hadoop platform. In storage process, the file is divided into blocks and stored in datanode nodes, while avoiding backup because the file is missing or corrupt files appear downtime Case. Map function process that people divide data blocks, it generates data format<key, value>, and merge data. At last the master calls the Reduce function that processe and produce results, and stored in HDFS. Firstly, data preprocessing, text links relationship convert to links relational tables. The link relational tables store in HDFS, and it is divided into blocks stored on different nodes DataNode then MapReduce operation (Cai Bin, 2013) .
Map function Map function input data<key, value> which page link tables read in HDFS. key representatives of offset, value representatives of the page ID and outlink page ID. Map function read each record sequentially from the text, and save each record to the (key, value 
EXPERIMENT
In order to verify the efficiency of MapReducebased PageRank algorithm, the experiment will use comparative methods to analyze its performance from the amount of data on the efficiency of different sizes.
Experiment platform
In a 2.4GHZ intel (R) Xeon (R) E5645 12-core processor, the memory is 8G, 500GB mechanical hard drive and two 2.4GHZ intel (R) Xeon (R) E5645 12-core processor, the memory is 4G, mechanical hard drive 500GB. Due to limitations of condition, the experiment uses VMware vSphere technology. Using VMware vSphere virtual platform, it generate eight virtual computer include hard disk 100GB and memory 2GB.Built distributed environment, every virtural computer install centos6.6 64byte OS, JDK1.7u71, Hadoop2.2.0 and zookeeper-3.4.5. Among one virtual computer is master node, a virtual computer is master spare machine. a virtual computer yarn host, another are slave nodes.centos1 is Namenode,centos4-centos8 are DataNode. Initial PageRank value is 0.85, PageRank damping coefficient is 0.85. Datasets Stanford University social network research platform provides Web map data. 
Experiment design
PageRank algorithm based on MapReduce, first the main impact of the number cluster of Hadoop platform, along with an increase in the number of machines in the cluster, the higher execution rate. the second, the file data is stored in HDFS block size, it is directly related to how much the block have effect on efficiency of Map function. For these two aspects, the first experimental test platform Hadoop clusters increasing in the number on the implementation of the five data set, the second setting different data block size to perform five data sets, finally analyzing the results.
Experiment analysis
PageRank algorithm based on MapReduce running time of data collection on Hadoop platform. For the different data sets to run six clusters, seven clusters, eight clusters running parallel PageRank algorithm, record iteration phase MapReduce running time, every experiment three times and averaged.as shown in Table 2 . From Table 2 , the number of edges in the web the same situation can be seen with the increase in the number of cluster nodes, PageRank algorithm iteration time is also reduced. Due to an increase in the number of cluster nodes, the cluster processor and memory are fully utilized, thereby improving opera-tional efficiency. MapReduce computational framework has good expansion.
For data sets are stored in HDSF of 16M, 32M, 64M, 128M data block size to run the program .Data block size calculations have a significant impact on the operation of the data in Hadoop. How much influence the number of data block size affects the data block, the data block Map function of the number of tasks to perform, thus affecting the overall efficiency. Note also that the data block is not the bigger the better, the larger the data block leads to reduction in the number Map function to perform tasks, thus affecting the entire cluster waste of resources. The smaller the data block is not very good, it will result in more Map function performs data, leading to the end of the merge function Map wasting a lot of time, a reasonable block size, thereby improving the overall efficiency.
As shown in Table 3 Figure 2 shows the 16M, 32M, 64M, 128M data block running time: (averaged three times). to perform different datasets on the impact of the algorithm, test change on HDFS data block size on the impact of algorithm performance. Experimental results show that the higher the efficiency, the more the number of cluster nodes to perform reasonable block size will help improve the efficiency of the algorithm. Wasting time communication problem between the experimental ignored cluster nodes, HDFS time access issues, will be among the next step, to proceed deficiencies. Experimental results show that: the more efficiency, the more the number of cluster nodes perform, reasonable block size will help improve the efficiency of the algorithm. Wasting time communication problem between the experimental ignored cluster nodes, HDFS time access issues, etc. I will continue to complete the deficiencies in the future.
